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 It has a plug-in for both the Firefox and Chrome web browsers, allowing you to use it in either one. If you know an address in a
URL, or are just curious as to what the person's email address is, this can be a quick and easy way to find out. Install instructions

Compiling Download the latest version of Addressbook from GitHub Running If you want to run this at compile time, put
"c:\Path to your downloaded addressbook\Addressbook.exe" into your project root, and compile. You may also want to copy the
addressbook.js file into your project root folder so you can use it in a web page. Browser extensions To make Addressbook an

available extension for your browser, you need to have the ability to add script files to the page. It is possible to install the
addressbook.js file into the browser's extension directory, but this will leave the.js file in your extension folder, which is not a
good idea. Instead, you should download the addressbook.js file and move it to your extension's manifest file. To do this, you

will need to add the addressbook.js file to your extension's manifest.json file. If you have a fresh version of the addressbook, it
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will be located in the extension's root directory. If you want to make a copy of the addressbook.js file and move it into your
extension's root, then you can copy addressbook.js to your extension's manifest file and rename it to addressbook.json. Once the

addressbook.js file is in your extension's manifest, you will need to either place a line like this: "files": [{ "src":
"addressbook.js" }], inside the manifest file, or you can do a search and replace operation in your manifest file. In the latter
case, search for "files" and replace it with "src" and then change addressbook.js to addressbook.json. Either way will work.
Once the addressbook.js file is in the manifest, you can add it to a.zip file, which you can then upload to the Chrome Web

Store, or to the Firefox Add-ons site. To submit it to the Firefox store, you should use the Web Developer plugin to create a new
Firefox web extension, and then upload the zip file. 520fdb1ae7
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